Be
Respectful

Be
Responsible

Be a
Learner

Be Safe

Classroom

Hallway

Cafeteria

Recess

Restrooms

Bus

Coat Area

Lining up

Arrival/Departure

*Raise your hand
to speak
*Use kind words
*Use manners
*appreciate
differences

*Walk on the
right side at a
reasonable speed
*Keep hands and
body to self

*Be polite and be
patient
*Use manners
*Eat with your
mouth close
*Use a two voice
level

*Be kind to others
*Include all students in
games
*Share and take care of
equipment
*Enter and exit building
quietly

*Sit quietly and
follow bus rules
*Share space
*Keep hands and
feet to self
*Use manners

*Take care of
your property
*Be courteous of
others’
belongings
*Use a one voice
level

*Follow
directions
*Use personal
space
*Use a zero
voice level

*Be ON time
*Walk to and from
playground
*Walk on sidewalks

*Be prepared
*Turn in work on
time
*Be accountable
for your actions
*Use time wisely

*Get where you
need to be in a
timely manner
*Keep it clean
*Manage own
behavior

*Return equipment
*accept consequences
*Play appropriately

*Be on time
*Keep aisles clear
*Get off at the
right stop
*Take items with
you

*Keep area clean
*Keep things
together
*Take items
home
*Keep backpacks
zipped

*Self-control
*Self-awareness

*Keep track of
belongings

*Be engaged
*Raise your hand
*Give full effort
*Stay on task
*Participate
*Ask for help if
needed
*Know
evacuation routes
and meeting
places
*move
appropriately in
the classroom
*carry scissors
and materials
appropriately
*push in your
chair
*Use chairs
appropriately

*Zero voice
*Class stays
together
*Courteous and
Cooperative

*Know your lunch
number
*pick up after
yourself
*Eat off your tray
only
*Keep hands and
feet to yourself
*Make healthy
and nutritious
food choices
*Remember
eating utensils

*Let others have
privacy
*Keep soap and
water in sink
*Throw paper
towels in garbage
*Use a one voice
level
*Wash hands
*Be sure water is off
*Keep the area neat
and clean

*Be active
*Get some exercise

*Return to class
promptly
*Flush every time
*Wait your turn

*Help bus driver
maintain safety

*Take everything
with you to class.
*Cooperate with
those around you
*Be quick

*Smooth
transition
between classes
*quiet and
calmness

*Go directly to where
you should be
*Dress appropriately

*Wait for
permission to be
dismissed
*Use utensils
properly

*Keep rocks on the
ground
*Use equipment as
intended
*Play games in a friendly
manner
*Go down slide
*Swing appropriately
*Resist picking-up other
students
*Stay away from ice and
water
*Wear appropriate
clothing
*Keep food and drink in
the building
*Stay on the playground

*Clean up after self
*Use warm water
and soap
*Be quick

*Stay seated
until the bus
stops
*Stay off of the
yellow sidewalk
*Use crosswalk
*Keep hands and
feet inside of the
bus
*Face the front
of the bus with
feet on the floor

*Keep belongings
off of the floor
*Put snow
boots/shoes
against the wall

*Personal space
*Face the front
*Keep hands
and feet to
yourself
*Promptly lineup when the bell
rings

*Arrive on time
*Walk bicycles on school
property

*Allow traffic to
flow
*Avoid physical
contact

Be Proud at Forsyth Elementary

